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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Prior to 2020, if you heard the term "lockdown" you might think of something that happens in a

prison — not in a free society. This mechanism of control has since become commonplace — not

among prisoners but among the free — with repercussions that are only beginning to be

understood.

The Elm Planet Lockdown explores this unprecedented time in history, speaking with

epidemiologists, scientists, doctors and other experts to uncover the real motives behind the

increasing totalitarian control taking over the globe. Already banned by Facebook and YouTube,

the Elm starts at the beginning of the pandemic, when we were told lockdowns were necessary to

"Jatten the curve."

This was supposed to be a short-term, 15-day event in the U.S., but the narrative soon changed to

ongoing restrictions. As Michael Yeadon, Ph.D., a former vice-president and chief scientiEc adviser

of the drug company PEzer and founder and CEO of the biotech company Ziarco, now owned by

Novartis, explained, people have historically quarantined the sick, but quarantining healthy people,

as has occurred for the past two years, has no scientiEc backing or historic precedence.

"Given this virus represents, at most, a slightly bigger risk to the old and ill than seasonal inJuenza,

and a less risk, a smaller risk, to almost everyone else who's younger and Et," Yeadon says, "it was

never necessary for us to have done anything. We didn't need to do anything — lockdowns, masks,

testing, vaccines even."

Questionable Practices Urged for COVID-19 Diagnosis

Dr. Scott Jensen, a family doctor and former member of the Minnesota Senate, received an email

from the Department of Health that seemed to be coaching him to use COVID-19 as a diagnosis in

situations where he wouldn't have previously used inJuenza or any other speciEc viral diagnosis

without Erst testing for it. He said:

"What struck me right away was I felt like I was being coached to go ahead and use COVID-

19 without using the same standards of precision that I would for other things. If I'm going

to make a diagnosis, I believe as a physician I have an obligation to use the tools available

to me to nail it down with as much certainty as possible.

And it seemed to me that the Department of Health, and the link to this CDC document that

said you could diagnose COVID-19 as a cause of death on a death certiGcate … those two

documents, in tandem, went against everything that I had been taught or doing for the last

35 years."

Even Dr. Ngozi Ezike, director of the Illinois Department of Health, is featured in the Elm stating that

even if you died of a clear alternate cause, if you had COVID-19 at the same time, it would still be

listed as a COVID death. "Everyone who is listed as a COVID death, doesn't mean that was the cause

of the death," she says.

In January 2020, the PCR test for COVID-19 came out, which allowed health o`cials to deEne

COVID-19 "cases." If the test was positive, it counted as a case — it didn't matter if you have

symptoms or not. Reiner Fuellmich, global fraud attorney, founder of the Corona Investigative

Committee, pointed out, "It's never, in the history of mankind, in the history of medicine, there's

never been testing of healthy people."

Yeadon agrees that mass testing of people with no symptoms has no scientiEc basis. Rather, he

says, "It's just a way to frighten people."  The rising "cases," based on PCR testing, is what built the

crisis. But counting cases was only measuring the activity of testing; the more that testing

occurred, the more cases that were found.

'Fear Everyone' Became the Message

June 8, 2020, WHO director general Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus announced that asymptomatic

people could transmit COVID-19. That same day, Maria Van Kerkhove, WHO technical lead for the

COVID-19 pandemic, made it very clear that people who have COVID-19 without any symptoms

"rarely" transmit the disease to others. In a dramatic about-face, WHO then backtracked on the

statement just one day later.

In the days that followed, media and health o`cials ramped up fear by claiming that you could be

sickened by virtually anyone, even when they appeared to be healthy. "This idea that … you can be ill

even though you have no symptoms and you can be a … virus threat to someone else even though

you have no symptoms, that's also invented in 2020," Yeadon says.

Alexandra Henrion-Caude, geneticist, former director of research with the French National Institute

of Health, is among those who have noticed something off from the start. "I was very puzzled since

the very beginning … I was alert to the fact that what we were living was not quite right."

She notes that the notion of asymptomatic spread is terrifying because it turns virtually anyone you

meet or encounter on the street into the enemy, because they could be exposing you to SARS-CoV-

2. "This is actually terrible because it denies the capacity of a person to be a healthy person.

Because if asymptomatic [spread] exists, then who is healthy? No one."

What's more, the "proof" of asymptomatic spread is Jawed and fraudulent. The New England

Journal of Medicine published an article suggesting the transmission of COVID-19 is possible from

an asymptomatic carrier in January 2020.

It was based on a 33-year-old businessman who had met with his business partner from Shanghai,

then developed a fever and productive cough. The next evening, he felt better and went back to

work January 27.

The writers reported the partner had been "well with no signs or symptoms of infection, but had

become ill on her Jight back to China, where she tested positive for 2019-nCoV on January 26."

From this case study, they theorized the virus could be transmitted from asymptomatic carriers. An

important point was left out, which is that the researchers did not speak with the partner from

Shanghai before publication.

However, Germany's public health agency, the Robert Koch Institute (RKI), did speak with the

woman on the phone, and she reported she did have symptoms while in Germany.  So she was not

asymptomatic after all.

In a State of Incoherence, People Crave Normalcy

The pandemic has twisted reality, leaving the public in a mental fog. "You're regularly pledging

obedience to things which are not logical," Catherine Austin-Fitts, assistant secretary, Bush Sr.

administration and investment adviser with Solari, Inc., says.  WHO has changed deEnitions of

herd immunity and pandemic, literally altering reality, and this is just one example.

Censorship and campaigns to discredit those who speak out against the narrative are additional

control mechanisms that distort the truth. Bishop Schneider of Kazakhstan says the pandemic

measures are very similar to Soviet times where he lived, in that there was only one narrative, and if

you said there was another meaning, you were declared an enemy.

"When you had another opinion, they said, 'You are a conspiracy group. You have a conspiracy

theory. You have hate speech. This expression, hate speech, came from the communists."  It's

psychological manipulation, based on fear, which makes people act totally irrational. The artiEcially

imposed state of incoherence was even described by Austin-Fitts as a torture tactic, designed to

get people to submit to vaccine passports and COVID-19 shots:

"Human beings crave coherence. And so if you can put them in a state of incoherence they

will literally do anything they can to get back to coherence. It's a typical torture tactic. 'If

you just do what I want, I will allow you to go back to a state of coherence.' So, if you just

accept the [vaccine] passports, you'll be free. Or if you get the vaccination, you'll just be

free."

Further, by declaring small businesses as "nonessential" during lockdowns, they get shut down,

while Amazon, Walmart and other big box stores can take over their market share. A major transfer

of wealth occurred away from small family-owned businesses to very large, publicly owned

businesses that beneEted from the digital economy. In the meantime, Austin-Fitts explains:

"The people on Main St. have to keep paying off their credit cards or their mortgage, so

they're in a debt trap and they're desperate to get cashQow to cover their debts and

expenses.

In the meantime, you have the Federal Reserve institute a form of quantitative easing

where they're buying corporate bonds, and the guys who are taking up the market share can

basically Gnance — or their banks can — at 0% to 1%, when everyone on Main St. is paying

16% to 17% to their credit cards, without income.

So basically now you've got them over a barrel and you can take away their market share,

and generally they can't afford to do what they say because they're too busy trying to Gnd

money to feed their kids."

New Control Systems Are Being Engineered

If a few people want to control many, how can you get the sheep into the slaughterhouse without

them realizing and resisting? "The perfect thing," Austin-Fitts says, is invisible enemies, like

viruses.  This ramps up fear so the public believes they need the government to protect them.

Another effective tactic is "divide and conquer," and the media plays an important role in this,

dividing people over shots and masks, for instance.

"What COVID-19 is," Austin-Fitts explains, "is the institution of controls necessary to convert the

planet from the democratic process to technocracy. So what we're watching is a change in control

and an engineering of new control systems. So think of this as a coup d'état. It's much more like a

coup d'état than a virus."

Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, a former public health o`cial and member of German parliament, agrees,

stating that pandemic responses have "nothing to do with hygiene. It has to do with criminology."

The global injection campaign is another form of control, one that's forcing the public to receive

experimental shots.

Many of the experts in the Elm bring up the Nuremberg Code, which spells out a set of research

ethics principles for human experimentation. This set of principles was developed to ensure the

medical horrors discovered during the Nuremberg trials at the end of World War II would never take

place again.

But in the current climate of extreme censorship, people are not being informed about the full risks

of the shots — which are only beginning to be uncovered. People are being forced into the shots

due to mandates and loss of jobs and personal freedoms, like the ability to travel freely and attend

business and social events.

In the End, Truth Will Win

A revolution is occurring, and the experts are hopeful that people will awaken to common sense

and resist the totalitarian control that is threatening to take over the globe. Instead, society can be

regenerated if people come together and Eght back against the encroachment on our liberties.

Civil disobedience, boycotting businesses that are requiring vaccine passports, participating in

rallies and Eghting illegal mandates in court are ways that everyone can get involved in protecting

freedom. "If they want to make us a machine, if they want to make us slaves, we say no," Wodarg

says. "… We don't need you anymore, we are many … we don't have to be afraid of any pandemic."

About the Director

I believe in bringing quality to my readers, which is why I wanted to share some

information about the Elmmaker, James Patrick, from "Planet Lockdown." Here

is a little more about him and what went in to making this Elm. Thank you James for sharing

with us.

What was your inspiration for making this Rlm?

I was in Spain when the lockdowns started, studying a PHD in economics. I escaped to southern

France and a week later back to the states. I immediately saw the lockdowns as an economic

takedown of the middle class rather than a virus mitigation strategy.

I looked into the academic reference of lockdown as a strategy and they were only mentioned

twice and strongly recommended against as the damages would be worse than any beneEt.

As an ancestor of Patrick Henry and passionate lover of human liberty, I was so upset by the

lockdowns and what they meant for our future, I needed to do something about it. Within a few

months I embarked on making a documentary Elm. The situation developed so quickly I began

putting the full interviews out and it became an interview series as well.

I was able to get the best and brightest experts in the world to sit down and tell me their story. It

is a high level, intimate look at what happened these last two years, from 2 weeks of lockdown

to Jatten the curve to Lockouts for the unvaccinated.

What do you hope people take away from the Rlm?

The Elm takes the viewer on a journey through the whole COVID saga. The Elm and the full

interviews forms an educational body of work that helps the public understand what is going on,

how we got here, where are we and where this is headed if we don't put a stop to this. Enough

damage has been done. We have to make sure this never happens again or a lot worse things

will happen.

Where do the proceeds to your Rlm go?

Proceeds to the project go to cover the expenses of the Elm and ongoing interview series.

These include travel, equipment, and payment for cameramen, sound, edits, audio technicians

and web hosting expenses. We have done this project on a shoestring budget and donations are

critical to keeping this high quality content coming to earn the public about what is happening

and what is to come.

No other Elm project is addressing the situation from an international perspective, which is

required to have a full understanding of what is happening. This is a global operation. We work

with colleagues in UK, EU and Africa to capture the situation. We are doing this project as a

public service and it isn't free. To date it has been driven by people contributing their time

unpaid, myself especially, so donations help covers these out of pocket expenses incurred.

Click the button below to help support the Rlmmakers.
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Almond
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This seems timely... www.youtube.com/watch   My scope cover says, "Obama, I'm still clinging to my God and my gnus". (Hope that

makes it past the censors!) When the news gets crazy, I try to remember that it is all smoke and mirrors, not reality. I put my trust in the

bible, the constitution, 2A rights, good people and nature.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 3:23:44 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I trust in the fact that, alas and we don't wish this on anybody, but the truth is that pain and suffering wake people up from their

denial. No wonder there have been mobs marching internationally. www.bitchute.com/.../CiJxaMlNN8TH  (many more Elms on

Bitchute, search Mandate Protests as topic and continue to scroll down). People are starting to wake up, and I predict a wave of

this. (New paragraph) Above and beyond, we must not ever let our own inner light be affected by all that is going on. We must

nurture our spirit and live well ourselves, in order to remain light and to reach out to others in light. God bless and be well, in body

and in soul.
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I wonder if his election was also rigged. The Great Exterminator, his deity would be proud.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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Most of us here gnu what you meant. Indeed, the paradox of falling apart and falling together. I make light of much of what goes

on in the world of the willfully ignorant, that is, until the subject matter turns to injury done unto the kids, the trusting innocent

victims of these predators. Should that point of no return be realized what follows thereafter will be in their name.
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ghEnn... How can an election not be rigged when you have more votes cast (often without envelopes) than registered voters?

200-year old voters? A 99% landslide in some counties? Videos of people dumping sacks of ballots into boxes? Nursing home

votes with people so severely affected by dementia that I doubt they could write their name? Rigged voting machines? People

bragging about buying ballots? Fake ballots printed in China? It doesn't take a genius...
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Joined On 12/19/2016 1:50:24 PM
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ghEnn & Almond - any reason to think that any election has not involved corruption?  I don't think so.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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AMEN! this and peaceful disobedience, giving them enough rope to hang themselves and the truth.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 2:44:49 PM
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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Color Revolution – Ukraine on Fire (2016)- 2014 Maidan Massacre -Documentary [and the vids below] You’ll Likely Never See

www.bitchute.com/.../W2pC7um2s6Ww  Tucker on Victoria Nuland and American Bioweapon Labs in Ukraine

https://youtu.be/g2cwGscanAg  What are “They” NOT Telling Us??

www.brighteon.com/553abcae-5156-41ab-993a-d30257895083  Zelensky, Hunter Biden — and Their Sugar Daddy, Kolomoisky –

CRP https://youtu.be/fUPKZkqXfZI  www.bitchute.com/.../h8pSMuGtTJPO  Read Trump’s phone conversation with Volodymyr

Zelensky Updated 4:41 AM EDT, Thu September 26, 2019 President Donald Trump repeatedly pushed for Ukrainian President

Volodymr Zelensky to investigate former Vice President Joe Biden, and his son, Hunter, during a July 25 phone call, according to a

transcript of the conversation released by the White House.

www.cnn.com/2019/09/25/politics/donald-trump-ukraine-transcript-call/i..  www.bitchute.com/.../aZnQzy4h6DoO  high impact

Flix www.brighteon.com/.../kittensrus
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Almond what does gnu mean in the context you use it? is that an anagram for g u n ?
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Certain things concern me on an emotional level. I think that also translates to reason at some crossover point.  I miss much of the world

I grew up in. It seems there is so much doom and gloom nowadays. Media is so controlled. I long for the warm summer days when I

would wake up to happy good-times music on the radio, not talking heads and advertisers who bought large blocks of airtime to promote

their products with advertorials. Not discussing the latest depressing news and politics, which is mostly propaganda and scandals.

Certainly not govt advising us to "drink the koolaid" and get jabbed.  The other thing that I End distressing is the lack of proper role

models. How many young people can give the name of a person who is a role model that they admire who is not a celebrity? Do we have

many politicians or public Egures we can look up to anymore? It seems there were a lot more of them back when my school day started

with the pledge of allegiance and a prayer.
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Thank you, Almond, for so eloquently stating what has been bothering me also but I just could not put my Enger on.. Your are spot

on.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 8:23:07 AM
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond - well said. I think the most ludicrous sound one can hear on UK radio now is that of some performer talking the small print

fast at the end of an ad. Who on earth would want to hear that stupid noise amidst music content? I grew up with UK pirate radio

which was deliciously exhilarating by comparison. I feel that marketing people no longer understand the concept of aversion

therapy, and it's long been lampooned on The Simpsons.
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Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Be not a respecter of persons. All are equal. Nearly every famous role model can and has been exposed to be tainted. Look at

America's Dad, Bill Cosby. My advice is to choose someone you know very personally as a mentor, a wise sage. If you desire a role

model, you may want to follow the teachings of Christ. He appears to have it all Egured out.
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Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM
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Almond- My son is a good role model for me and for many others. He is a minister and never got into any trouble and kept most of

his friends out of trouble. Not that I was a bad role model but people felt comfortable for lack of a better word around him. His

ministry is in Pennsylvania now. As to your point of missing the world you grew up in I think much of the world then was similar to

today. The main difference is we now have the internet. Instant info with information overload. There were wars and murders and

everything sinister then but it took time to relay that info with only a few channels and no internet. Now the same mayhem can be

caused by a few keystrokes in seconds and it's all over social media also in seconds. Evil has a platform distributed by 0's and 1's

or digital but then it was just plain old analog. Technology advancements has made the world less safe only quicker now.
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I was the generation after WWII, born 1940. I grew up in a Waltons type family on a ridge ground farm, with nature. Yes, we did not

have much but we were happy, enjoyed what we had and did not seek fame and fortune. We learned to make due with what we had,

use, resuse and grow our own food, prepare it not buy premade,mashed potatoes, etc. It has been proven that once you are rich,

you are not content, just want more money and now power over others. Corruption begins.
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The Elmmakers of Planet Lockdown are allowing a free viewing of this Elm (for a limited time). CLICK HERE to learn more about
their important mission and see how you can help!

Planet Lockdown: A Documentary | English
Watching this video may reveal your IP address to others.
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Planet Lockdown: A Documentary
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

The Elm Planet Lockdown explores this unprecedented time in history, speaking with epidemiologists, scientists, doctors and other experts

to uncover the real motives behind the increasing totalitarian control taking over the globe

)

Dr. Scott Jensen, a family doctor and former member of the Minnesota Senate, received an email from the Department of Health that

coached him to use COVID-19 as a diagnosis incorrectly

)

The notion of asymptomatic spread turns virtually anyone you meet or encounter on the street into the enemy or a threat, furthering fear

and control

)

The artiEcially imposed state of incoherence that’s been enacted during the pandemic is described as a torture tactic, designed to get

people to submit to vaccine passports and COVID-19 shots

)

Many of the experts in the Elm bring up the Nuremberg Code, which is being violated as people are forced to get experimental shots)

Civil disobedience, boycotting businesses that are requiring vaccine passports, participating in rallies and Eghting illegal mandates in court

are ways that everyone can get involved in protecting freedom

)
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Joined On 1/3/2017 2:56:33 PM
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Almond, I totally agree with your post here. I too wish life was the way it used to be. There is way too much doom and gloom and

even the TV commercials, all about this drug or that drug. Or being PUSHED into getting tests for this cancer or that cancer, or

heart disease, or diabetes...the list goes on. Down to foods to eat or not eat. I was surprised by Dr. Mercola saying not to eat olive

oil....well, I'm confused because I thought that was the one oil that is healthy. I know "supposedly" it's corrupted with other oils, so

"they say", but is it really? Sometimes Dr. M gets a bit too negative also. I do appreciate his site though, and have learned a lot.  Is

anything right anymore? It seems not. Just sick of it all, because the negativity will make us all sick before anything else will.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a note to Dr Mercola. Please know, Dr Mercola, how deeply we appreciate your ethic and bravery, and all that you do. Your

exposees are terribly important, are part of the real solution, and also require ethic and spine. We laud and appreciate you, thank you Dr

Mercola! On the other side of the coin, please also note the deeply disheartened comments from people here who just don't know what to

do. Please hearten your readers with solutions, and with genuine hope. Thank you for writing about this movie, this is heartening and

helpful. Appreciation! Please also focus on the marches, the lawsuits, entities that help, and recruit readers to join forces with all of the

possible solutions.

Please continue to underscore solutions and effective strategies, ongoing, even as you also continue your terribly important and deeply

researched exposees. Hope motivates proactivity, where depression can govern the masses. Please consider consulting strategists and

relaying what they have to say. Many thanks again for all that you do. We appreciate your good heart and all that you are doing to cover

the TRUE story of the Scamdemic. You are a real hero Dr Mercola!
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi mirandola, thank you for raising the matter of the need for solutions. The Hardwickalliance highlights the 1914 UK government's

introduction of the "Bradbury Pound", used to generate interest-free funds for WW1. Something the present UK chancellor should

be made to consider, rather than borrowing trillions and feeding the interest sharks, but the Bradbury Pound is the last thing he will

want to know about. A very informative article, well worth the read, maybe it generates some hope

hardwickalliance.org/articles/the-peoples-strategy/introduction  Under the header "Articles", there is an 8 minute condensed

version.
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plastictekkie
Joined On 12/28/2008 5:01:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Mirandola. I am Eling your comment under "Wish I Had Said That". Dr. M is a real hero in my book, one of those that we

can continue to look up to. Also thanx, Almond. You have gotten this discussion off on the right foot.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES! it was when I had Lymphoma, given 3 months that i turned to doing my own research and found Dr. Mercola who supplied me

with knowledge which added to friends who gave encouragement to go organic and follow Dr. Mercola's advice saved me along

with Prayer. Two powerful forces, knowledge and prayer can make a difference! We are given knowledge but if we do not apply it

and have the courage to use it, we will fail. I am now 81, never contracted Covid because I used the knowledge given me by Dr.

Mercola and prayed. We can be given knowledge but we must act on it, not expect Dr. Mercola or God to do every thing for us. We

get strength from others who feel the same as we do, but must do something for ourselves. My friends who reject me want all free,

no effort on their part, pills and vaccines, not true cures. Government must supply everything for me.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Turn to what is experienced to be real in our own lives & locally. Build what positive things we can where we are that do not feed the

Predator$. When the numbers keep coming out from the Life Insurances Company's & understood by more each day - when games are

played to keep Warp Speed information buried for 55 to 75 years, but should be seen before years end, along with what looks like a

massive wave of Side Effects, some apparently time delayed, can no longer be denied, - it is unfortunate but those who drink the Kool-Aid

of lies will most likely be the proof. Those who didn't, will have the task of working with those who were in-between, took the Jab/s, but

hopefully won't be damaged so bad they can't work with us.
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Dordee
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We have a long road ahead of us, lots of work!
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM
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“WHO has changed deEnitions of herd immunity and pandemic, literally altering reality, and this is just one example.” Altering reality - is

this not what this whole ridiculous psyops agenda is about? The endgame presumably transhumanism, metamorphosing nature’s

creation into an automaton which does its masters’ bidding without dissent. The technology exists and we Egured out long ago the real

purpose of mRNA injections against a bio-engineered virus, that fake testing has ulterior motives besides raising “case” numbers and

could be a covert method of inserting a device. According to one source, the technology exists to deliver drugs via intestinal mucosa i.e.

“vaccines” without knowledge or consent. The moral is never assume James Bond Elms are Ectional. [paragraph ends]

hub.jhu.edu/2020/11/25/theragripper-gi-tract-medicine-delivery/

 principia-scientiEc.com/johns-hopkins-university-conErms-the-pcr-tes..   Throughout the history, it has not been necessary to change the

deEnition of commonly understood words, such as ‘pandemic’, ‘herd immunity’ and ‘information’ in order to treat disease, although Orwell

warned of altered reality in “Politics and the English Language” ; his novel “1984” was meant to serve as a warning, not as an instruction

manual.

[paragraph ends] Formerly respected health professionals can be recategorised in an instant as “misinformation spreaders” if they do not

parrot the o`cial narrative like well trained robots. Dr John Campbell announced the important observation - obvious to any moderately

aware critical thinker unaffected by group psychosis - that after the PEzer document Easco, “trust in authority has been destroyed”. No

kidding, Dr C, any self respecting mercola.com reader could have told him that months ago. https://youtu.be/7YOD9drZasM
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ghRnn
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Did we grow up together?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Cabochon; excellent post; and much closer to the truth than what I usually see! Until people begin to understand that "covid" is ALL

about The Great Reset and Transhumanism; the better off we'll all be. If they continue to ignore "the elephant in the room" - we will

have no chance! The fact that the globalists insisted on "getting the 'shot' into the arm of every person on the planet" AKA; the

Gene Editing Nanobot Shot - should have been a really huge red Jag! I know it was for me. Here is the FACT of the matter: The shot

(depending on the lot/batch number) is reprogramming the DNA/genetics of humanity. I said from the beginning that 'covid' was a

"means to an end". I was right!
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rrealrose
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Hi Cabochon, Early in February, while watching Dr Campbell outline the spread of Omicron variant according to data he had from

South Africa, Israel, Denmark, the UK and US, was wondering when the PFIZER data (I had a leaked copy early) would hit the fan, so

to speak. He was getting 1.6 million views some days (according to Youtube), importance of boosters was being presented with

such a serious tone. Meanwhile, was also watching videos showing the shots having negative e`cacy rate. Quite a dichotomy, so

there you go! Bury truth and it comes out to bite harder later on. - - - - - - - - - - - - Only need to watch the Erst 15 or 20 minutes of

this recent interview: "Edward Dowd Explains Bombshell ‘Fraud’ Charge re PEzer Hiding Deaths Data ~ Naomi Wolf" -

www.bitchute.com/.../mFt7UGaqB6RA  - starts back with the Real Estate fraud and subsequent bubble bursting in 2007 - and

Lehman Brothers demise in 2008, signalling trouble in the money markets ahead.
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM
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"literally altering reality"  Sorry passing laws does NOT alter reality  This is part of legal positivism as mentioned above. It is also

part of Pragmatism. Pragmatism DOES teach that reality can be altered We were taught that pragmatism is no-nonsense- the truth

is that pragmatism is all nonsense. . .Public schools, including university, exist to promulgate these lies. Remember what I wrote a

few months ago, about the NONSENSE philosophy of George Berkeley [called immaterialism] "That tree you think you see out the

window- it does not exist!" YOUR LYIN' EYES ARE WRONG! Immanuel Kant said the same- the senses are wrong! Do you have any

idea where your tax money has been going? To Enance Say-Tan.
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Dordee
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It takes the rest of the world some time to catch on to the truth.
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Cabochon
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If you mean are we of the same vintage, ghEnn, then yes, pretty much, hoping that with age comes wisdom, or maybe just a certain

maturity like a good wine! Thanks for your moral support, Randyfast. The ideas we express on this forum are as if from a parallel

universe. I happened to be watching a sporting event on a friend’s TV and the government ads during it encouraging viewers that

the safest thing they can do is to get “vaxxed” to reduce the risk of C-19 infection. The ad featured a pregnant woman and a small

child. I wondered are we all under an illusion on mercola.com or are these ads taken seriously by the public?  Over the last two

years we have unravelled the globalist plot, its endgame and the means of achieving that through fear of an unseen and

exaggerated threat, mass psychosis, the power of money, bribery, intimidation and corruption as well as coup d’etats of legitimate

governments, health and defence organisations plus tactics taken straight from the Na-zi master race ideology.

Of course your instincts were correct in suspecting an ulterior motive for enforcing the wretched injections. Otherwise, there would

be no need for the cancel culture, suppression of effective medicines, censorship and the rest and Enancial armageddon which will

be the next step towards total control.
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Cabochon
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I always did think you provide the best links, rrealrose and this one is no exception. I did download the full PEzer data document

with its 158,000 adverse events just in case any psyops victims doubted my sanity in ignoring the generous offer from our

government to be injected with an untested experimental injection. Edward Dowd is a mine of information about the possible

fallout from exposing PEzer criminality - one link to circulate widely. As for the 2008 Financial crisis, sub prime mortgages etc - it

seems the deep state (at least the Enancial side of it) came very close to being revealed and steps had to be taken to prevent

disclosure - a rare glimpse into that world that is mostly hidden from us.

I do follow Catherine Austin Fitts and her Solari Report, not that I understand everything she reports: missingmoney.solari.com  .

 The quote you mentioned was from the article, juangalto. I agree absolutely you cannot legislate against reality - this was the

main thread of public objections to Boris Johnson’s proposal to curtail human rights which are not conferred by politicians

therefore cannot be removed by them. Dordee, of course the truth will out, eventually - but who knows how long it will take?
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el-graf
Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM
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If you don't have a 2nd Amendment Right, you don't have any Rights.
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juangalto7
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"Constitutional rights" do not exist, as that implies that rights are a gift from the State. Our idea is Natural Rights, which exist apart

from any government. The opposite of Natural Rights is Legislated [made up or fantasy] pseudo-rights, sometimes called legal

positivism. These pseudo-rights have created the Great Society [communist dictatorship] which we currently enjoy. . .there was

plenty of warning, prompting me to drop out [from voting] at age 22 in 1968. . .see Ninth Amendment, just because a right is not

listed does not imply that other unnamed natural rights may be denied or disparaged. The Constitution does not say- Americans

shall enjoy the right of free speech- it says [paraphrasing] WE AIN'T GONNA VIOLATE THE RIGHT[S] THAT YOU ALREADY HAVE

CUZ WE LOVE YOU SO MUCH. . .WE LOVE YOU TO DEATH. . .
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM
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This was PLANNED LONG AGO as Alex Jones SPECIFICALLY talked about how they wanted to create a planetary PRISON PLANET in his

documentary Elm ENDGAME - Blueprint for GLOBAL ENSLAVEMENT. You can watch it free on YouTube and here

rumble.com/vfdla1-endgame-plan-for-global-enslavement.html  Both Alex and former Governor Jesse Ventura further talked about this

in 2009 and 2010 on two episodes of Jesse Ventura show conspiracy theory. SpeciEcally one that had to do with a fake Ju pandemic and

another that had to do with the vaccines being used as a bio weapon. Though a couple of the details the elites changed since the original

plan was revealed ten years earlier, about 95% of it was dead in Target 

🎯

 

🎯

.  Watch both of those here.

rumble.com/vj0xp5-conspiracy-theory-Ju-virus-pandemic-2010-police-sta..

 rumble.com/vj0wxt-conspiracy-theory-government-plan-to-kill-with-covid..
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM
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Jones and Jesse read every book that the satan worshipers put out. Read klown schwabs books. He tells you what they are going

to do next. These evil bastards have to tell you what they are going to do as a ritual. 1776 coming. This all could end if ALL of the

evil bastards were hunted down and exterminated/executed for crimes against humanity! There is not going to be a peaceful

resolution to all of this in the end!!!! Be prepared!
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Randyfast
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"The Endgame" is how some of us knew, a long time ago, exactly what was coming and how I and some others knew exactly what

the covid psyops was about - from the very beginning. I also posted links to that documentary and didn't receive much of a

response. I guess people are just too busy to learn the real truth!
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rrealrose
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RichJedi, Thanks for these links, I had lost/misplaced them, snowy morning, good time to catch up. Alex had Reiner Fuellmich

giving an update this Friday, and plans to have him on again. Here's the most recent 20-minutes: This was hour 2 of Friday's show -

"ALEX JONES [2 of 4] Friday 3/11/22 • REINER FUELLMICH - COVID CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY • Infowars" -

www.bitchute.com/.../eqIWk5lKsPxa  - note how end of conversation is shifting to the Ukraine - what is it?
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sunbowerjanis
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Yes, Gates (the evil B*$%#) has told the world more than once what his game plan is: DE-POPULATION OF HUMANS FROM THE

PLANET. I forget the number; but he's been working on it using his supposed vaccine programs for years.  He went to India,

maimed and killed their poor little ones until their authorities Egured him out.  Then onto Africa to kill them off.  NOW the rest of

the world with his Covid DEATH JABS.  If the evil cabal can't kill us off with the virus itself; then it's with the Covid jabs.  People

have their head in the sand about this stuff; do NOT want to believe what's going on.

It is hard to believe; and makes me very sad to think that this is what's going on in this world.  I pray that God would change these

evil-doers hearts toward Him; and if they don't; then His will be done.  This is just me; but i think one of the best things we can do is

to pray 

🙏

 for things to change; that God bring His Light and Love over this planet to remove all the darkness. For it is a spiritual

battle, good going against evil. 

🇺🇸

 

🦅
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nei5812
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I keep clicking the Visa “link” in order to help support this project, but nothing happens…
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rrealrose
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You can go directly to their website: planetlockdownElm.com
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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The lockdown was always about control. The great reset they call it. We need to have our own reset. There are more of us than them. We

have a God given right to freedom.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 7:50:10 AM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God given right to freedom, peace to live with all men and nature in peace.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 3:45:33 PM
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Anais17
Joined On 11/7/2021 5:31:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are they going to say that a dangerous pathogen - possibly smallpox - has escaped from a bioweapons lab in Ukraine? I fear that they are

building up to it and that Nuland’s admissions are setting the scene. WHO, aka Bill Gates, is in the process of gaining the power to control

the world’s pandemic response, which will, undoubtedly, consist of mandatory vaccination. Unfortunately, there isn’t enough awareness or

pushback to make me optimistic about the future. We’re all continuing to complete tax returns, pay taxes and Ell in census forms. If we

stopped, we just might get somewhere.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As this continues to happen ongoing, people are going to start to realize that it is all just a game for a strategized outcome. And

many people already are starting to realize it. I have talked to perfect strangers and business people alike, who are starting to

watch in a very skeptical way. The world is starting to wake up. Those who set their traps may End that they themselves have fallen

into their very own traps, in the end.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 5:56:49 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have many tricks in their bag. We won't know which one they will pull out, until they've done it. For sure; there will be some

kind of False Flag attack! Putin is NOT the bad guy here. By now; you would think that people who claim to be awake, would know

who the "usual suspects" are.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 8:32:02 AM
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent movie, and excellent article how we have been lied to, misled and brainwashed, thank you dr. Mercola for exposing it. Also the

media played their part in these lies. To promote Covid shot propaganda, Biden administration paid $1 billion to media. Documents

gathered through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request Eled by Blaze Media showed that the government purchased advertising

on TV, radio, in print, and on social media to build “vaccine conEdence.”  Media networks including ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox News, CNN,

Newsmax, MSNBC, New York Post, Los Angeles Times, Washington Post, BuzzFeed News and hundreds of local newspapers and TV

stations were collectively responsible for publishing countless articles and video segments promoting the COVID shots as effective and

safe.

So the government used taxpayer money to censor any kind of negative information and to take away our freedom and harm us with

experimental vaccinations. www.wionews.com/world/to-promote-covid-shot-propaganda-biden-administr..
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The public is Enancing its own destruction. I don't share the optimism in the article. The truth has been obvious from the

beginning. Those who didn't see it, can't see it and won't see it. I hope I'm wrong. The evil ones have control, absolute control, over

every institution, enlisting their useful idiots to crush any opposition. Sure seems to be working beautifully to me. This will get

worse, they're winning. They have all the money, which is power, and there is no mechanism I've heard of to take it from them. That

would have to be done by force, I don't see that in the cards. We're reduced to pinning our hopes on obscure Elms like this that

preach to the choir and convince none of the sheeple. The evil ones don't have to beg for money like these Elmmakers - they

already have it all. Not a fair Eght, is it? Many generations later it may turn around but that won't help anybody here now. Still, we

have to Eght them, maybe I'm too pessimistic - I sure hope so.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah Steelj, you are right. We have to Eght them.  They are getting more and more power. An example, this was recently LEAKED

*** European Commission proposes 'digital identity wallet' *** The EU’s health data space proposal is a new governance framework

“that drives the European Health Union forward", For this the European Commission has introduced a legislative proposal for an EU

“digital identity wallet”, that would allow numerous services like opening a bank account or Eling tax returns to be done purely

digitally. The European Health Data Space is the Erst of the Common European data spaces, which will cover sectors such as

Enance, energy and mobility.

The legislative proposals include provisions on the thorny issue of re-using health data for so-called ‘secondary use’, namely data

created and registered for health services or activities that can be used for purposes other than the reason for which they were

initially collected. www.euractiv.com/section/digital/news/leak-the-eu-commissions-data-spa..  Well, this is the start of a Chinese

like digital ID, called Social Credit System, as explained in the movie, that will control any aspect of your life, just like the WEF

wants. The European Commission is infested with WEF members. It seems innocent proposal to improve health, but it collects all

data about you, like biomedical data, genetic and genomic data, to see if your are vaccinated or not, but they hook it up to your

bankaccount and taxes.

And they have planned to extend the ID to your Enances, how much energy you use, your travel, so you get Co2 tax, energy tax,

Enes for not being vaccinated, restricted movement, as they did with Covid, and like Trudeau did, but surely the WEF will abuse it

more, they need the bio data for their AI control, as they see us as hackable animals that will be re-engineeered.

www.eutimes.net/2022/03/klaus-schwabs-wef-humans-are-now-hackable-anim..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steelj, Pete Smith, regarding "Preaching to the choir", I met a political strategist who trained writers internationally how to be

effective. She said, "it has been studied, and found that preaching to the choir works. It gives backbone to the members of the

'choir', who talk to others and because of their knowledge, they recruit newbies. They studied it and found that it is even more

effective to preach to the choir than it is to try to recruit newbies". This makes sense to me. Keep right on reading and writing, right

here on this forum, and then reach out based thereon. I suggest however, that the very last people to reach out to are family and

friends. Again we have to be very strategic about this.

I suggest instead, work with school parent-teacher associations, who will wake up multiples of cross sectors if we Erst wake them

up. They will talk to school principals, teachers, their kids, and to public health departments. School PTAs carry enormous political

clout and inJuence. Send them RFK's and Dr Mercola's books, in multiples of copies to multiple Board members. And consider

joining the PTA yourself. Join the City Council, educate the sherriffs. Education is key, but strategy is key! Think about lawyers and

retired doctors to whom you can reach out, send articles, books, movies and concerns. (New paragraph) as for people not waking

up, I disagree.

Go to bitchute, see the Elms of endless mobs of people protesting in the streets in the most peaceful ways, in Italy they gathered

and sang in the streets! Worldwide, from Thailand to Turkey to Europe to New York, people were packed like sardines in a can, and

the Jood of marching people was endless. Then came the trucking convoys. More is *going!* to happen, you bet. People *are*

waking up. I have talked with strangers who are skeptical now, and Enally starting to "Get it". The more people suffer the more they

WILL wake up, suffering breaks denial! I predict a new wave, it is coming soon. Watch and see!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just to keep in mind, as we have seen the slanders thrown at Doc, Kennedy so many others, the information Doc & all put out gets

blocked too. Has anyone ever seen a tag on the bottom of a Legacy Media source telling you to go to Doc or Kennedy, that there is

other research, even a history of practice counter to a One Size Fits All message? There is a vacuum in Legacy Media on the

information & discussion & debate we offer. There is way more going on than the Predator$ allow to be seen. There are more

people aware & becoming aware than they allow the general public to see.

What little is seen from Legacy Media is usually proven misrepresented countless times here. Mirandola is correct to point out as

the massive suffering increases past a tipping point, there will be no denying. In today's newsletters Breaking News, things you

need to know, Ed Dowd interviewed yet again. Working with another numbers guy the Life Insurance tables are showing an 84%

increase in the deaths of those 25 to 44. blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2022/03/11/shocking-Ending..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thankyou Juststeve, On my thread I posted ways to break through the media blackout. There are ways, and we just have to be

strategic about it. God bless.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, we have to acknowledge those things not working, yet continue to practice & share what we can that is working. No matter

how little or small eventually, together it all becomes bigger. It seems like we may be closer than the Predator$ would like us to be,

Where's Fauci hiding?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JustSteve, as bloggers and participants in the convoys and marches et al, we are many----billions---in numbers. A peaceable

"army" of digital "Soldiers" are an unstoppable tsunami. We can have peaceable, effective power and outreach far beyond our

wildest dreams if enough people participate. Let us all think about this and where we would want to do this in strategic ways. The

last people in the world to do this with is families and friends. We just have to be strategic about this but we can win, as a

collective. And the peaceable masses are very powerful, you bet.
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juststeve
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For solutions, please see todays second article on Regenerative Biodynamic Agriculture.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CUT THE CORD!! AND YOU WILL READ THE TRUTH.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steelj; you see more clearly than most. Their evil plans are continuing - unabated. They always had the bought and paid for

corporate media on their side and now they have the hoards of Lemmings, who are aiding and abetting them by clinging to the

tyrannical rules; living in total fear and paranoia - and keeping the idiotic "masks" on, even after the mask mandate has been lifted!

I've been warning about the "Zombie Apocalypse" for years...guess what! --- BTW; while we are all on these forums and such,

discussing these various topics; the power structure is accelerating their agendas, getting ready to drop the hammer! Most, will

never see it coming!
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sunbowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM
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I can't stand the d*mn commercials that come on about getting the Covid death jabs.  Mute the noise every time they come on. Do

not watch mainstream fake news unless i happen to catch it while i'm waiting for my favorite game shows to come on.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete, Mirandola, Randy, Fromseatoshiningsea - excellent points all and thanks for the replies, ideas and links. One of the most

important differences between critical thinkers and the zombiEed masses is we question everything, including our own thoughts. I

could be dead wrong to be so pessimistic, there are some glimmers of hope. Most human traits are not strictly either-or but exist

on a continuum. The ability to see what's happening varies from those to whom it's immediately obvious what's going on to those

who are hopelessly naive. I probably overstated it in my Erst post - there is a point at which most will wake up at least partially.

What I hate about these types is they will be just as easily hoodwinked the next time.
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM
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Please, they do not "OWN EVERYTHING"  They "buy" by writing bad checks that don't bounce What they have is STOLEN and not

purchased, making it look like ordinary commerce
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM
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"They have all the money" all the FAKE money. . .so stop using it, and use real money- gold and silver coins. put signs in business

window. . .Fake money not accepted, be prepared to tell the masses what in HELL fake money is, and what real money is
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bravo to all the brave people who contributed in the making of this Elm. I think we all need to take a moment of silence to remember the

people whose lives were cut short because of this plandemic as well as the people who have been injured by the jab!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So all this is about the coerced, virtually gunpointed "vaccine" administration. "Take this or else!" You know the rest. Well, just in the past

24 hours I learned from direct friends about FOUR major "Side effects" from the "vaccine". A) A young teenager went into a coma after

getting the "vaccine". B) A person hospitalized for heart inJammation C) Another person hospitalized for blood clots and heart issues. D)

May or may not be connected, but several I know who presented with cancer post-vaccine and not before. E) If anybody in the

mainstream doubts the side effects, show them this shocking and hair raising Elm showing ICU footage. It's not a joke.

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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We've been told at best the over 60 crowd is who should have been given the Jab/s. Yet, when diabetics, those with heart &

circulation problems are susceptible to clots & blockages in general, shouldn't they be left out of any Jab/s. With the growing

evidence this was all pushed through and most likely to bypass what many here would consider weak safety standards to begin

with, seems to show even if vaccines in general worked as advertised, would only be given to a radically smaller population. With a

never-ending parade of vaccines now, one wonders if there are vax's for the sleep in your eyes in the morning. One would have to

be sick; the immune system would have to be in exhaustion all the time.
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sunbowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM
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One acquaintance of mine died after getting the 2nd Covid death jab.  A friend of mine now has blood clotting problems after

getting one PEzer Covid jab.  His cardiologist told him that she now has 10 new patients; maybe more now as this was months

ago, after they got the Covid death jabs. He now takes Eliquis to help keep from getting more clots. i sent both of them all the

information that i had rec'd from Dr. Mercola, videos of Dr. Judy Mikovits warning ppl NOT to take them; and they did it anyways.

 They would NOT listen and paid the price!!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ex frinds say this is not true, manufactured lies to make us weak. Bill Gates, Fauci are veritable gods who desire only to help

mankind. Dr mercola and all who follow him are evil, terrorists seeking to undermine the good government. Been there and no

longer trying to convince them.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Yes Mirandola!
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is astonishing how blinded those in power are to the damage they are doing. When will Lightfoot and judges be held accountable for the

deaths? Mayor Lori Lightfoot warns police and other city workers will lose their salaries if they don’t receive the Erst COVID-19 vaccine by

Sunday March 12, 2022 By UK Time News - March 12, 2022 Mayor Lori Lightfoot will put Chicago police o`cers and other city employees

who do not receive their Erst dose of the COVID-19 vaccine by Sunday on non-disciplinary status without pay, her administration

announced Friday night.  The city will also consider disciplining workers, though that will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis as the

Lightfoot administration balances its public health policies with personnel issues within the police department. “Any city employees,

including Chicago police o`cers, who fail to comply may also be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination.

These decisions will be made at the individual and departmental level, and are made in a manner that will not impact public safety or the

continuity of day-to-day government operations,” his o`ce said in a statement.  Lightfoot’s latest statement comes after the city won

another round in court this week in its legal battle with the Chicago Fraternal Order of Police over the vaccine mandate... The lawsuit Eled

last year by the Fraternal Order of Police Flag 7 and other police unions against the city resulted in a February arbitration award that

upheld the requirement for city employees to be vaccinated and set this Sunday as the UKTN for obtaining the Erst vaccine….

www.uktimenews.com/mayor-lori-lightfoot-warns-police-and-other-city-wo..
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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carolmalaysia These people seem to think that they've discovered a righteous leverage over the rest of us... :-(
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lockstep! They are all reading from the same script, as handed down by Klaus Schwab of the World Economic Forum. The nanobot

shots are the Erst step in the rollout of Transhumanism - while 'humanity' sleeps! There are none so blind as they who will not see!

I've stated, for quite some time; even recently, that once the "mask mandates" were lifted, the hoards of Lemmings still wouldn't

give them up. I've already been proven right and I can't even remember the last time I was wrong, concerning such matters! The

control will soon be complete.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What makes you think they don't realize the damage they are doing? They were completely corrupted to achieve their power. They

must remain evil to maintain it. They are simply following their orders.
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juangalto7
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HORDES
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They will only realize their failure when the city is destroyed by theives, rioters and there are no police, EreEghters, garbage

workers to stop it. When the city infrastructure starts falling apart. But then isn't that their goal to make life miserable for the

masses while maintaining everything they need for themselves. Then, the masses may revolt because there is nothing left to

loose. When we reach that point, what else can they take from us, do to us, we will not give a damn.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From an old Italian proverb - ‘If someone betrays you once, it’s his fault. If he betrays you twice, it’s your fault' aka fool me once shame on

you, fool me twice shame on me. The important thing now is to identify each psyops as it comes at you and not to fall for it. Once covid

reared its ugly head, were you straight on the internet (using a non-google search engine) and Ending out about the pollution levels all

around the word, listening to Kary Mullis on the pcr test, watching the legerdemain: 'look here not there'? Were you reading up on the

foundation of modern medicine, scanning the few autopsies coming out, listening to video testimony from the wards? Did you hear Nurse

Sirotek, or one of the hundreds thousands of other examples of texts or video testimony, which even in that Erst week were already

contradicting what became an ever more illogical narrative? Did you notice the seamless way in which that narrative segued from covid,

which was getting embarrassingly dangerous, to a handy war that no MSM had bothered about, nor the 15,000 dead since it started back

in 2014?

Are you now repainting your house or more bizarrely your breast, in the WEF approved colours or at least buying a tacky ribbon brooch

from Amazon? If by now you haven't started wondering how digitally-based technocratic systems can be turned off at the Jick of a switch

and how your Eat currency can be gone from your bank in even less time, then you are in big trouble. How many governments around the

World are involved in on-going grubby wars that can be instantly highlighted and used to sanction, economically crash and crush the

country where you live - and it will be us, the little people, who get it in the neck.  Then all those useful zombies will put up a new avatar,

repaint their house, buy a ribbon from China and virtue-signal their compliance to 'the cause', whilst you starve. Wash, rinse, repeat. Better

by far to get your garden in order and if you have a phone - to bin it.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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I recognized the psyops for what it was, from the very beginning. "The New Normal" told me all I needed to know. Obviously; the

majority of the population, never caught on!
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM
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Hi Randyfast, Yes, that was a bit of a giveaway, also from Ending out what Wuhan looked like or rather didn't as I couldn't see it

through the smog from burning all the city's rubbish.  Roll back to December 1952 Macmillan, in order bolster up the post war

balance of payments, exported all the best coal and kept 'dirty' coal for domestic use. This resulted in a 200 ft deep fog blanket of

soot laden with sulphuric acid lying over London. Depending on who you read, between 5,500 to over 12,000 Londoners died within

a few days and many animals and birds, most people choked to death whilst they slept. This was declared to be an inJuenza

pandemic, which was quickly debunked.

People were obviously more awake in those days and less trustful of governments. The Ukraine - Russia situation comes from the

same playbook as Iraq with Britain and the US going after the French because they didn't want to play, remember when the US and

British Press called the French 'cheese-eating surrender monkeys', they poured French wine down the drains, changed the name of

French Fries to Freedom Fries, drew pictures of Chirac with a worm's body...... I remember my neighbour coming to me in all

seriousness and asking me if I thought the US would nuke France.

Well here we go again with project fear. 'They' despise us so much they don't even bother to change the script and sadly some of

us deserve that because here they are pouring vodka down the drain, drawing horns on Putin etc,. etc., I still think though this is a

turf war. There can only be one head of a World Government and I can imagine there are many unpleasant puppets that want to be

just that. It is for this reason I believe so much has come out and so quickly because they are snitching on each other, it's actually

pitiful but innocent people, included children are dying and that is obscene.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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I have a history of doing the opposite of what I was told to do. Many yeaars ago the dr my mother worked for told me that he never

prescribes a medication until it has been on the market 10 years. ONLY THEN DO YOU KNOW WHAT IT CAN DO FOR YOU AND TO

YOU. Made good sense then and still does to me. And then the tv commercials started telling me to tell my dr about this medicine.

WHY? Why should i have to tell him/her about it? If i have no conEdense in my dr, then time to End another dr I do trust! I now trust

Dr. Mercola much more than them.

Unlike many seniors, i only take 2 "old" medications and am on my way to eliminating them thru natural herbs, etc. Many my age

are on 10 plus meds a day and cannot do all that I can do. I am seriously thinking o dropping medical insurance for myself as it

does not cover holistic medicine, stem cell injections which cured my bone on bone knees. That is another thing, medicine no

longer talks about curing disease, just managing, controlling it. No mention of proper diet!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How did they pull it off? Seriously? Not ONE of these perps has yet to be held to account. This is continuing and next scamdemic already

planned by the very same people who are doing it now. ZERO accountability. Who in their right mind believes this is over with the exact

same people perpetrating it are still in place? The new deEnition of insanity
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, there's a big fallacy in thinking this is over - as the fat lady has not even begun to sing!
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sunbowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM
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Here's what i like to think; in the end they will PAY.  The Lord doesn't like evil; He will be the One to judge and they will end up in the

Lake of Fire.  On the other hand; the other world religions have a thing that concerns Karma.  I've heard the saying that Karma is

the biggest b*tch then we can ever think about being.  Think about that; what GOES around, COMES around.  What you put out will

come around to bite you in the butt.  Maybe not not; but eventually.
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brodiebrock12
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Not even CLOSE on the Fat lady RR right!  SunJower with all respect to theological constructs with all religions and belief systems.

I am more about the church of the here and now. Its not like we don't know who did this and continues doing this to humanity. All

we ever get is blah blah blah in the Swamp on our (we the people's) dime too. To know I help fund the likes of Fauci and his evil and

others etc is very challenging to End peace with...at least for me. I have to try obviously, as do we all, but these servants work for

us. Obviously, simply showing up to vote for someone is not working out well. We need the "good" men and women who are in the

Swamp to do more than talk and huff and puff. Zero accountability...
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jjautomotivelockzoomtown
Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM
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I recognized the difference in the businesses being locked down right away. And it was proven by the fact that Jeff Bezos, who owns

Amazon, is now the richest person in world. I just went to look at the list again though, and wanted to see the list from 2021, 2020, and

maybe 2019 to conErm, but guess what? The list has changed since yesterday. Anyway, back when I read (probably from our Dr Mercola)

that part of the entire Easco was to make the smaller businesses go out of business, and then saw the richest people lists, you can't miss

the fact. Your Elmmaker is correct, we don't EVER want this to happen again. And there are SO many people out there that deserves time

in prison. But what of our government? They are so guilty of treason. What does the Constitution say THEIR punishment should be?
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Sue12Cross
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Jeff Bezos is not the richest person in the World. Think about the fortunes that have been building since the time of the Pharaohs,

the Crusades, all the wars, the huge global companies like the East India Company, founded in 1600. How much actual wealth does

Jeff Bezos own, how much land, mineral rights etc..? QE2 owns one sixth of all the World's land and interestingly parts of the sea,

which is why she is now busy making another fortune from leasing the seabed for off-shore wind farms. Apparently though she is

still 'low in the pecking order' when it comes to real fortunes of people whose names are barely hinted at. The rich list is yet

another distraction, to obscure who is really putting the little guys out on the streets and only you can stop them, as one of a

collection of individuals who have 'stopped feeding the beast.'
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Sue, it does seem like "Betty" has her ring covered Engers into most everything, yet, like you I can't help but feel all these like

Gates/Bezos/Musk even Schwab are poster child's & there are those behind the scenes giving Jight orders. Those who seem in

charge can get thrown to the wolves at the snap of the Engers.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 6:04:48 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi guys, yes Bezos became much richer during the lockdown, but who else owns Amazon? Like Black Rock, and other investment

Erms. And who own them?  US Enancial journalists Pam and Russ Martens in critiquing that murky 2019 Fed bailout of Wall Street

remarked, “for the Erst time in history, the Fed has hired BlackRock to “go direct” and buy up $750 billion in both primary and

secondary corporate bonds and bond ETFs (Exchange Traded Funds), a product of which BlackRock is one of the largest purveyors

in the world.” They went on, “Adding further outrage, the BlackRock-run program will get $75 billion of the $454 billion in taxpayers’

money to eat the losses on its corporate bond purchases, which will include its own ETFs, which the Fed is allowing it to buy…” ***

 There is so much more, you will be surprise, read it here:

geopolitics.co/2022/02/08/colossal-Enancial-pyramid-blackrock-and-the..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 6:16:49 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Steve and Pete, Anyone who shows themselves in this war against the World's people is just plain stupid. The sort of wealth that

can own governments or dissolve them, decide what is researched in universities, what children can or can't learn in schools, what
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can own governments or dissolve them, decide what is researched in universities, what children can or can't learn in schools, what

health choices you don't have, what you can read in the MSM, what you can watch on TV, can change the deEnitions of words, can

close off your access to your own money, can decided what the law is, can circumvent age old treaties and conventions, can create

Ection and call it fact, start wars and revolutions...the list goes on. They can buy thousands of Bezos, Schwab, Gates, Musk et al

and still have plenty left over to buy thousands more. These are fortunes that have been built up for centuries, millennia even.

Blackrock and Vanguard own everything and each other seemingly but yes, who owns them? Novelists and Elm-makers have been

musing on that one for centuries too.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Certainly should be more than $50 and time served. Perhaps a shooting squad?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hw did they manage to pull it off ?? - as Goering testikEed at Nuremberg - "it's easy! " - all you have to do is convince the public that there

is something to fear" - this is what Goebbels did with his Total War announcement - www.youtube.com/watch  - this is the formula that

the neo Nazi oligerchs are using against the unvaccinated
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If people used their brain, practiced critical thinking, they would fear the government and the so-called "public health departments"

far more than they fear the virus. And they would recognize when criminal psychology is afoot. If people don't "get it" that to

virtually gunpoint Anybody, let alone the masses, "your body or your livelihood! If you don't comply, then lose your right to housing

and money for food".... is not criminal psychology at work, then they are REALLY STUPID! WAKE UP PEOPLE! MY GOD!
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

keep taking the spotlight off of (((the real culprits)))
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The preferred description is "Jattened BY the curve."
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Ingab51
Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

epicure: your comment reminded me of Yeats's poem ' The Second Coming': Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; Mere anarchy is

loosed upon the world, The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere The ceremony of innocence is drowned; The best lack all

conviction, while the worst Are full of passionate intensity. Sounds about right, doesn't it?  While I am NOT a practising Christian (despite

having a degree in Theology), I do feel, however, that what we are all currently going through seems to be directly from the Book of

Revelation. What we are experiencing right now is most deEnitely a war between good and evil. I am choosing to be optimistic and

believe that ultimately, the force(s) of good will prevail and those of evil will not. Still, we could be in for a rocky ride, so fasten your seat

belts.
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mymercola111
Joined On 9/29/2011 11:41:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we are really paying attention and have not noticed yet, what exactly will it take? all current signs and events point to the end of this

world and the coming of Christ,probably sooner than we all think
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly no matter what, too many people will not get this and still believe because of how they think. Me,from day one, knew this was all

wrong. I sensed from the beginning we were the Erst step of controlling the sheep so they could be led. The virus was just another virus

that could make and even kill but you didn't hide from it but dealt with it the right way. Instead even doctors had lost their common sense.

Wow, that really disappointed me. All in all it has been a ruse to control everyone. It pretty much worked except for those like me and Dr

Mercola. Now what is next for the Globalists that want the great reset to create their new world.
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sunbowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I haven't trusted the mainstream allopathic medicine world, Big Pharma nor hardly any government agency since the 1990s. I call

the FDA, Fatal Drugs Allowed.  You and i are in the minority; i knew from day one the same thing; that is was a Plandemic.  Only

shot i've taken in decades was a tetanus shot when i was nipped in the leg by a dog in 2012.  That's it; NO other ones.  At 63, i do

not take any Big Pharma meds.  i sent out all the videos, information on this Covid thing to all my friends and acquaintances so

that they could be informed.  Unfortunately, two of them paid the price of not heeding the warning.  One the ultimate price as he

died after the 2nd Covid jab.  Thank goodness people like the truckers have stepped up to help battle the great reset war.  

🇺🇸

 

🦅
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, many will never get this. It seems they CAN'T get this. It was obvious from near the beginning as you say. I was a step behind

you and knew it was all wrong from day 15 or so. At Erst many, myself included, Egured it was not impossible this was a

calamitous threat - something as deadly as smallpox or worse. Remember the "reports" of satellite images of ovens springing up

in Wuhan and environs to dispose of the piles of dead bodies? BS like that sure set the stage. When the true virulence became

clearer, which just took a few weeks, it only affected the attitudes of the minority capable of what should be the normal human

thought process.
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brain chemistry has been altered to "make it impossible to challenge the powers that be". . .as advised by bertrand russell in 1952

"diet, injection and injunction will be used"  book Science and Society. . . creating Pod People [Invasion of the Baudy Snatch]

Remember half the population has below average intelligence. . .but why enslave morons, wouldn't they want to enslave genius,

then it seems genius should be leading the insurrection. . .doesn't the slave system require voluntary cooperation? Can intelligence

be forced? Or does the system. . .would/could the Wrights still have invented controlled Jight even while drugged? Does not the

creative process require an unaltered brain? Can people be tricked into believing that their cooperation is volitional? What happens

if these people run across the writings of b. russell?
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only shots i've taken in decades was a double shot of Jack & Jim [Daniels & Beam] washed down with a double shot of my

bureaucrat's love: www.youtube.com/watch
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nikkicavingrace
Joined On 9/17/2010 6:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My dearest friend, the one who introduced me to Dr. Mercola and was my mentor on all things health and nutrition, spiritual and lovely,

said to me that if she knew the shot would just kill her, she would get it. She was afraid it would sicken her. She was a delicate sensitive

soul. Last month, I Jew to her home in another state and handled her hospice. She died of aggressive cancer. Her family had scolded her

and ostracized her for her positions on the vaccine and other main topics of our day. They will have to live with that. She was crushed by

personal heartbreaking tragedy and the direction of this world.

I am afraid more of our sweetest people will leave this dimension. I don't know if I can bear to watch what is going on and coming at us. I

have disconnected as best I can from the current events. I pray that the good doctor and other will End antidotes to this jab as many of us

have family we dearly love who have taken it. I personally know three older people whose health has been injured. I pray everyday for the

young people who were injected.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, what a sad story about your dear friend who died so forlorn. I don't share your concern for the jabbed. The fact is there are

bound to be thousands of evil, ambitious, aggressive, intelligent, socially effective people in a world of billions. The problem is not

the existence of people like Soros, Schaub, Gates, Biden, Schiff, Pelosi, the Bush family, Cheneys, et.al. Their existence is a given.

We need a society that does not elevate them into positions of wealth, power, and prestige. We need a populace capable of seeing

them for who they are. Or WHAT they are. The jabbed sheeple you feel for live in my world and your world, with access to the same

information. They are the followers and enablers of the monsters and do NOT deserve sympathy, far from it. They are the ones to

blame for our collapse - the evil leaders are just hopping on for the ride these morons give them. Except of course for the children

and those forced to choose between the jab and feeding their family.
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rbagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"In the end, truth will win." But will it? There are few places that allow the truth. All the major outlets suppress it. This very article is about

the truth as presented in a video. A BANNED video.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randall, is that you? If it is, glad you changed sides - we need your power over here!
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

listen to this talk, www.bitchute.com/.../Z7ktHIL324OW  Thank You
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

think again,,, https://beforeitsnews.com

 /prophecy/2022/03/new-stew-peters-ukraines-secret-pentagon-bioweapon-labs-exposed-2528743.html
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Leahoz, your last link is cut up in 2 pieces, people need to remove the space between them to see it. I know you can't

change it, as it happens automatic. *** Obama Ordered Construction Of Biolabs In Ukraine To Create Dangerous Pathogens ***

Sensitive biolabs documents deleted by US Embassy and published by GreatGameIndia expose that it was former US President

Barack Obama himself who authorized the construction of biolabs in Ukraine for creating dangerous pathogens.

greatgameindia.com/obama-authorized-biolabs-ukraine   WEF George Soros made Obama president and is involved in Ukraine ***

Under Secretary of State Victoria Nuland has said before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that Ukraine has "Biological

Research Facilities," She is worried Russia may seize them.

You can see her saying it on a 1 minute video greenwald.substack.com/p/victoria-nuland-ukraine-has-biological?s=r Now Nuland

claims those US biolabs are "research"' labs. Yeah, right, just like the Wuhan bio lab was called a "research" lab. Why then Nuland is

worried about Russia get it, if it is so innocent? Are they researching a more deadly Covid variant? WHY the US has 336 labs in 30

countries under its control, including 26 in Ukraine alone?  ***  This is also strange about the WHO: How did the WHO know about

those Ukraine bio labs while the UN denied knowing about it? The WHO suppose to be UN.

Or are they now more under control of WEF and Billy Boy Gates. Is that the reason why the WHO kept this knowledge about bio labs

secret, just like the attempt to cover-up about the Wuhan bio lab?

www.reuters.com/world/europe/exclusive-who-says-it-advised-ukraine-des..
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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@ Pete.Smith. Thank you . I didn't realize. Correction everyone.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1) An excellent interview by Andre Fauteux with a scientist who has been studying milliwaves for more than 30 years. He covers many

aspects but of great interest to me was the discussion about how DNA is damaged by both microwave and millwave technology.(About

25 min point) This is something that bent scientists and industry refute, saying no DNA damage is done by these frequencies. Dr. Belyaev

also explains that milliwave biological damage is not limited to the surface of bodies (skin, eyes, etc) but rather it is believed that they

can travel deep into the body via acupuncture meridians.

(about 34 min point) Because of this, milliwaves could be more damaging and dangerous than microwaves, yet 5G is being implemented

throughout every neighbourhood, near homes, schools, hospitals. He also speaks about how some frequencies appear to not cause harm

but minor variation can cause signiEcant effects. If industry used only those "safe" frequencies, devices like phones might be safe (or at

least safer.) Igor Belyaev, expert on mm-wave health effects since 1986 www.youtube.com/watch   56 min.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That was a very good Elm.
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Stephen1948
Joined On 4/24/2012 12:03:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He might be a descendant of Patrick Henry, but not an ancestor.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for getting this amazing Elm on your website. You consistently show your humanitarian love for this planet, and all

of its habitants. You bravely call out the people who think otherwise for an array of nefarious reasons. I respect you and your work deeply.
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Rovatec
Joined On 6/11/2020 7:06:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

canada is loosening passport but have this now www.ktdi.org. Same sh!it different color. Sponsored by WEF. Do NOT agree to digital ID.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When you base science on lies from the get go you end up where they put us in 2020. A web of lie breeds more lies and then lies turn to

evil. https://viroliegy.com  Read the Moth in the Iron Lung. The science of contagion has been bent from the day it was pulled out of some

nerdy scientist hat.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a very dissapointing commentary. From like the 4th/5th grade we were brainwashed to think that science was the epitome of

the truth! I can't explain how dissapointed I am in the scientiEc community. I hold people like Fauci and Gates accountable!
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ducky27
Joined On 4/21/2009 9:40:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Throughout all this idiocy, I wonder what the media and lefty politicians were actually getting jabbed with when they so publicly "got the

shot" and then showed it on TV or social media. Notice too that it seems to be young athletes who are now dying from Cardiac

issues...why are none of the politicians having the cardiac reactions? I doubt they got the real shot serum the public was getting. Do you

also recall the "fake shots" shown in movies...where the syringe indented the skin but the needle just pushed up into the syringe instead.
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lfolsom444gmail.com
Joined On 8/16/2021 5:23:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this article should be in every news, papers, etc...
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Such a good article, Dr Mercola, thank you. I would like to post something I found at Stop World Control, how the media lies and they

show old photos from old wars that are being shown today as today's news from Ukraine. It's a sad bad world.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder if this movie will be in DVD format. It would be great to translate into different languages.
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Maxwell53
Joined On 3/23/2021 7:53:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Put simply, Covid-19 was not an epidemiological event, it was a psychological operation. Two years later, as bureaucrats and politicians

wind down the Covid restrictions in order to quell growing unrest, we can be assured they will insist on retaining the “right” to re-impose

them at will.  As long as “new variants lurk right around the corner”, public health bureaucrats and pandemic proEteers can invent the

next “health emergency” to impose more shutdowns for any “viral event” that conveniently suits their political and Enancial aims. While

the Covid propaganda has vanished it is imperative we keep the mountain of lies under scrutiny and continue unveiling the massive

corruption that deEnes the “Covid Era.” This is the only path towards justice and is necessary to defend against future episodes of

“pandemic” hysteria.

Ultimately there can be no comprehensive debate and complete understanding of the devastating consequences of the ‘Covid Crisis’

policies without a historical and up-to-date analysis of the Medical Industry’s role in pushing socioeconomic and political agendas which

beneEt the ruling elites. It is vital to understand that the public health industry is now directly tied to global markets and operates based

on the demands of those Enancial conglomerates. Manufactured pandemics are now mammoth investment opportunities that increase

the wealth of billionaires and further consolidate their power.

It is also necessary to recognize that the primary purpose of the medical industry is no longer the “art of healing”, rather as a Enancial

instrument beneEting investors.  ‘We the people‘ must also recognize that the Medical Industry has now been fully weaponized as a

punitive system designed to process, dehumanize and control every single person in the system. Before our very eyes, we have seen up

close how mere biological existence is criminalized by that system. healthfreedomdefense.org/two-weeks-to-Jatten-the-world
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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I received my yearly fund raising letter from the Cleveland Clinic and I replied with a letter of repulsion.... but no check. Hopefully

many others will do the same.
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shirline
Joined On 7/9/2016 10:28:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish and pray everyone would watch and listen to the truth about the roll Big Pharma and the governments across the globe have, and

are playing to take away your rights and your freedoms to become slaves for them. We cannot allow this to go on! Fight them no matter

the loss. We will win in the end. Keep God in your lives and pray for assistance in your endeavor to remain free. God Bless!
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

basic problem is the fake money. What is opposite to fake money [not chocolate]

duckduckgo.com/?q=gold+and+silver+coins&t=brave&iax=images&..   go on strike against (((monetary fakery))) by REFUSING TO

ACCEPT OR USE IT. do this gradually until the paper is over. that includes crypto
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It keeps rotating but I haven't gotten in the Elm yet.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steelj - hopefully, this will add to your modest level of

optimism...sarahwestall.com/covid-crimes-court-quality-evidentiary-document-being..
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, actions like this might work. We'll see. I think it will have to go beyond waking people up. The evil side must be damaged

and severely. Criminal penalties including long prison sentences and conEscation of ill-gotten gains accompanied by punitive

damages. So long as they control the wealth they will always have the upper hand. Is society up to it? The evil side is not stupid

and their actions say they don't think so.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 10:53:00 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

fromseatoshiningsea............. thank you for the link!!!! There is hope!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 5:51:22 PM
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ghRnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

His story … history. Words, each unique and each has inEnite meanings deEned by reader, for we each have our own learned deEned

dictionary. Yes, I come here to learn and I have conversed (great word) with some teachers on this site. Every so often I am ‘literally’ told

to pull my head out of my ass because my words, interpreted with their dictionary are full of it. The only problem is, “you are not allowed

to respond publicly.” Ok, so why even talk to me? These comments are in an open forum and I personally do not want to be drug into a

dark alley snd beaten. Out in the open, others may join in the beating or come to my defense with their supporting deEned angled views.

Two heads are better than one and three better than two and so on. I come to learn, not to force my vision on anyone. In a limited

response to opening my narrow minded head and look what's out here, I say one word “Renz”. Not sure if his effort’s have already been

buried; but yes I am aware of what’s going on. Like I said, “I come to learn.”

docs.google.com/viewerng/viewer?url=https://renz-law.com/wp-content/up..
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ghRnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Talking to myself … gotta converse with someone! Mis information? Why? Because one or more want to keep the deEnition as they

deEne it. We have in our ‘his story’ now witnessed the redeEning of science. Science is now ‘not real’ unless it supports their

dictionary. Politic’s, behavior, they too are being redeEned to their dictionary’s. The redeEning of truth, kind of like old pirate

treasure maps that would obscure the location of where ‘in truth’ the treasure is buried. So, what is real, where is the truth? The

racism against Russia is rampant right now. It feels like the diverters are succeeding in their effort's. Talk of the humanitarian war

crimes has faded and at the same time dirt is being kicked on any talk of Ukrainian bio lab’s.

Reality (truth) changes day to day. We may End that this invasion was to head off more bio attacks. That is not going to be a

popular opinion to express; but hey, I am used to rock throwing. I deleted Gettr where I was known as FromTheMiddle because in

the middle you get rocks from both ‘extreme’ sides. Yesterday middle school ‘black’ attacked ‘white’ children for paybacks for the

slave era. The ‘white’ children were colored in the story; but never a mention of ‘black’. So we see the birth of ignorance being

passed down to a new generation. OBama would be so proud, the most ignorant racist of all time. Strut on, OBama.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ghEnn - I also came across Attorney Tom Renz's legal document at this

site...sarahwestall.com/covid-crimes-court-quality-evidentiary-document-being..
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree about Russians. The MSM and politicians are teaching hate. They are looking to turn soon ~ to call the unvaccinated "the

Russians" ~ of sorts. Persons fomenting hate want genocide of target populations and are teaching hate to prepare those incited

to hate to so dehumanize target groups the programmed will accede.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 10:52:54 PM
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great reviewm. All should see. I wrote about this, tongue in cheek style, back in Oct 2020.

 worldyturnings.blog/.../plandemic-9-from-outer-space
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“Mom. Are we there yet?”
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BOTTOM LINE: Worldwide 1776 coming sooner than later in order to exterminate the satin worshiping socialist fascist communist

marxist zionist khazarian maEa bolshevik fake Jew's that has been trying to destroy humanity for hundreds of years. The psychopaths

are going to keep doing what ever is necessary to destroy the the planet and every living thing on it. We are dealing with evil non human

entities that have been present on our planet for hundreds of years! The evidence is written in stone and ink. Do some research, open

your eyes, and see the evidence. History is written by the victors. Just remember that 99% of ALL history you presently know is a LIE!
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@Mirandola. Your comment made on 3/12/2022 5:18:14 AM struck me as just right. Thank you so much.
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The Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan put forward after World War One by the Rothschilds, the Warburgs and Bernard Baruch envisioned the

replacement of individual sovereign nations by a world authority, and the establishment of an authoritarian technocratic oligarchy in

which the "smart" people had the power to do what they recognized needed to be done. The catastrophe of the war was ascribed to

capitalism, colonialism and the inJuence of the white race and Christianity, and these were to be replaced by a centralized collectivist

economy and a brown Afro-Asian population made up primarily of mohammedans. The Rothschilds, Warburgs and Baruch have been

replaced by Gates, Schwab, Soros and the other oligarchs who in the past two years have accumulated trillions of dollars and the power

to control governments and economies.

but everything that has happened in this period, from the creation and release of an infectious biological weapon to the development and

forcible administration of a genetic one, the creation of a worldwide security state and social credit system, the destruction of the

western economies and collapse of their societies and now the initiation of what may well be a world war, represents the continuation of

a determined plan to complete after a century the Great Reset and the Great Replacement, and to transform Europe and America into

Eurabia and Amafrica.
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You are describing reality as we have seen it unfold. Nice job. Disclaimer - I have nothing against people of any color, religion, or

nationality. Not even Islam after watching Rogan's podcast with Nawaz - which Dr. Mercola devoted an article to btw. That guy is a

Muslim and I would put him on a level with ANYBODY. It's must see.
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So nothing has changed. This agenda has been pushed through since the HIV = AIDS nonsense when AZT was used (the only

solution allowed) and killed approx 330,000 gays and needle users over a 10-15 year time frame, for no apparent reason other than

to clean society of what was perceived nasty elements. And each successive pandemic call was faked, lab leaks from sars to mers

to H1N1 to ebola and zika - used to develop and rush new shots out on the unsuspecting populace. Took 40 years of trial and

errors to Enally succeed in capturing the world in their spider's web of illusions. And NO ONE stopped it earlier.
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A) "The notion of asymptomatic spread turns virtually anyone you meet or encounter on the street into the enemy or a threat, furthering

fear and control" ABSOLUTELY! My god, I recognized this from the very Erst *second* this was ever announced! Can't people see through

that? If people thought critically we would have a different world. It makes absolutely no sense whatsoever that a well person would

spread illness! B) Thanks to Wolfgang Wodarg for calling it just what it is,criminality. Don't people realize that to virtually gunpoint is the

pure practice of criminality? "Take this untested genetic modiEcation 'vaccine' or lose your job, housing, money for food" yet people

continue to say "trust the authorities".

HUH? This does not compute. It's denial at work. Guess what, even public health o`cials and politicians are human beings capable of

right and wrong, not demi gods! C) People need to wake up, but they will, and they already are. Witness the mass mob protests all over

the globe. In addition to the nations shown here, I have seen footage from Istanbul and Bangkok, mobs!

www.bitchute.com/.../CiJxaMlNN8TH  People are waking up, and they will continue to! Suffering wakes people up, unfortunately that is

what it takes, and that is why the wakeup movement is only going to continue to grow.

D) As for what is to come, if people do NOT resist NOW then dictatorship controls free speech in the most harsh ways possible. Think of

Tianenmen square, this was not the exception, but the norm in dictatorships. Just talk to anybody from such a regime and they will tell

you that I am not spouting fear but am absolutely DEAD-on accurate! That said, the Iron Curtain fell as the MOBS protested, and in

Rumania when people realized they would die for speaking up or die for not speaking up, the dictatorship fell, all in response to mere

vocalization and nothing more. The crowds are very powerful! Please spread footage around, important!
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There is more we can do. Please add to the list of solutions here, thank you. A) Send books, footage, links to school parent-teacher

associations. PTAs have enormous political clout, they will talk to multiples of cross sectors and wake up many. Join the PTA

board, or send them information to wake them up. Make sure you send it to multiples of individual board members so someone

among them looks at the materials. B) Send information to lawyers and retired physicians, ask them to speak out. C )Write to

friendly underground news journalists, ask them to cover topics jointly and in parallel moments of time, while asking bloggers to

post links.

This was Jim Corbett's strategy as best I know, I thought this was brilliant. It was an internet hum which previously took down the

"Thought Crimes Bill", so this can work! D) Class action lawsuits carry far more clout than solo, and break through the media

blackout, said a political strategist I met. This was before the censorship stepped up in good earnest. Yet, there is hope, just

spread word to all of the sources above. If we are strategic, we can get past the media blackout! Consider also college newsletter

editors. E) If there are slogans attacking people for being on the right side of the street, we as bloggers, who are mobs, can break

through with countering slogans.

We must counter the hate attacks and get people to think, to get past the Divde and Conquer. We can help! Appeal to the sources

above and ask them to do the same. F) Last but not least, the strategist said that to identify and rebut beliefs and thoughts in

peoples' heads is key to spawning change. G) Be prepared for the opposition to counter what we do and to throw hate slogans to

undermine. Counter those slogans with newly created ones. Keep going, and don't stop! H) We must not Moan VIctim. We must

practice solutions. Please post more solutions below. Thank you all.
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this is a very valuable story about changing narratives and particularly new medical claims like mass 'asymptomatic carriers' usvaxinated

as greater threat to spread C19 and PVR test positives referred to as 'cases' which led us to believe they were ill and probably in hospital .

All intentionally misleading.  ............. i just have a question on mass testing of healthy people --   Reiner Fuellmich, global fraud attorney,

founder of theCorona Investigative Committee, pointed out, "It's never, in the history of mankind, in the history of medicine, there's never

been testing of healthy people. ............. What about mass testing for bowel cancer to everyone over 60? any difference other than age?

We annually have blood tests just as a check up too -- any clariEcation needed?  maybe in numbers and at pop up clinics?
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Cancer et al are not even close to the same as a virus in terms of diagnostic need. Cancer can be silent, right up through stage 4. A

virus is clearly a virus with clear symptoms. Testing and quarantining the well people, my god, the psy-op is apparent and

ridiculous, based on no fact at all, just motivation by illogical fear and brain washing.
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"there's never been testing of healthy people". I try to explain that fact to people and all I get, is a blank stare! I think you meant

'PCR', not "PVR".
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If you simply review the GOALS of Communism and the TACTICS of Communism, you will have a short explanation for all the weird stuff

that is going on nowadays. "The Naked Communist" by W. Cleon Skousen lists the 45 goals that the Communists are seeking to achieve.

Here are four: #15 Capture one or both of the political parties in the United States. #20 InEltrate the press. Get control of book-review

assignments editorial writing, policy-making positions. #21 Gain control of key positions in radio, TV and motion pictures. #12 Resist any

attempt to outlaw the Communist Party They evidently have succeeded quite well. And most Americans are clueless about this threat.

We need to Eght the RIGHT war. Everything I am seeing is coming straight out of the playbook for communism. We have been duped on

every front. This is much more serious than a war on SARS-COV-2 or vaccine mandates. Piecemeal, onesie, twosie pushbacks won't be

enough. This is a GLOBAL attack! If we don't Eght the right war, and on ALL fronts, our Western civilization will lose big time!

Communism, in Western societies, is a stealthy, deluding inJuence. It is like a fog bank that slowly creeps in over the landscape. It

impedes progress and visibility but offers nothing to come to grips with. It is like carbon monoxide poisoning. People know something is

wrong but their minds are so impaired they cannot Egure out what it is.

How do you know if you are the target audience of a Psychological Operation? Look for these tactical signs: 1. The presence of fear,

confusion, anxiety, urgency. 2. Use of division, anger, blame, isolation. 3. The use of ridicule and unfounded accusations. 4. The

widespread use of censorship, suppression of contrary viewpoints and information. 5. The use of bribes, coercion, mandates, and threats

of violence. 6. The government breaking its own rules in the interest of "national security", "safety", etc. 7. Attempts to break up a sense

of community.
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Communists can use any kind of mayhem to further their goals, and mayhem is easy to create (as above). Democratic or

constitutional republics are fragile. Making them work is like walking a tightrope. Any deviation to the right or left is to

communism's advantage. To make matters worse, there is a guy (a communist) at one end of the rope silently moving it back and

forth trying to keep us all off balance. Diligence and discernment are required to stay on course. Communism does not intend to

take over the neighborhood drug business. These guys are after governments and entire nations. Unlike dictatorships,

communism NEEDS enemies and mayhem and will manufacture more if it does not have enough.

Communism is easy, but all of its wonderful promises prove to be lies. My opinion is that the Communist party is NOT a "political"

party at all. It is a bunch of thugs whose declared and published tactics involve spreading violence, disinformation, and mayhem.

They should be outlawed like any other criminal organization. That the U.S.A. formally recognizes such an entity within its borders

is incomprehensible! The stealthy communist "backdoor" inJuence in Western societies must be recognized in all its forms. It

must be opposed carefully, thoroughly, and vigorously while there is still time.

"Be cautious as serpents, innocent as doves." Wake up America! Your proud nation is about to be ruined! References : "The Naked

Communist" by W. Cleon Skousen, a former FBI special agent); (available as free .pdf) pages 259-262 lists the 45 goals

Communists intend to achieve. (and they are almost there!) and "How the Specter of Communism is ruling our world", Vol. 1 & 2

(published by The Epoch Times) and "U.S. Army Field Manual Psychological Operations, Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures"

(439 pages)Regarding the censorship:
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Problem with 'blaming' communists is that Skousen's book is a handbook FOR ANYONE or organization to overthrow our type of

gov. you don't have to be a communist to be a totalitarian tyrant.  We passed the laws that provided our own enslavement --

insulting called the Patriot Act ...... all approved with fear behind it .....  has any of those laws been repealed? instead we passed

more draconian laws and overturned others protections too ..... what happened to the The Posse Comitatus Act ?  more power to

the pres?
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therealjones
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What can I do this month to Eght back? I did not get the shot, I use mostly cash, I don't support any business that requires a shot.
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Wiegeht's "Einkaufen", "Problem with 'blaming' communists is that Skousen's book is a handbook FOR ANYONE or organization to

overthrow our type of gov. you don't have to be a communist to be a totalitarian tyrant." In a similar vein, former House, Republican

majority leader, Di*k Armey, handed out Leftist activist Saul Alinsky's books, "Rules For Radicals" to be used by his Republican

colleagues against the Left. I suppose, "what was good for the goose was good for the gander."

www.politico.com/story/2010/03/right-loves-to-hate-imitate-alinsky-034..
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QUIT talking....talking time is OVER!!!!! NOW is the TIME TO) HANG these bas-tards... Public Televised Worldwide ...Public Hanging !!!  no

dark maybe crap....  clear cut public hanging for Treason....I wanna see a DNA testing and I wanna see thesde slimy bas-tards dance from

a rope.......no fakes no look alikes .I wanna see real body hanging in a public location...I wanna see them DIE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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I would even pay to see this in real life....:)
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aren't you talking right here in your comment?
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Mrrobb, it's going to happen! Just make sure you're readyvfor it!
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One element is not mentioned which is that the vaccins are a bio weapon not a tradiational type of treatment and meant to kill people.

Not only instantaneous but people who have accepted the vaccine are walking with a time bomb without knowing it. The vaccin was said

to be developed in very short periode, but as infromation more an more proves was developed over years and has caused death and life

time victims for life. This is evil beyond words. Many of them very young in in otherwise perfect physical condition.  The term

depopulation program MUST BE USED now that more an more the symptoms are becoming widely known as myocarditus, blood clothing

in the vains in a non reversibal way as desvribed by balmers who were able to remove complete stretches of gummy like material in

vanes.

Bear in mind that UN Agenda 21 and UN Agenda 2030 refer to a depopulation program aiming for a strongly reduced world population of

500 million people.  THE TRUTH IS THAT WE ARE TALKING ABOUT THE VIRUS/VACCIN COMBINATION THAT IS NOTHING LESS THAN

WORLD WIDE KILLING THE HUMAN POPULATION. Describing what is in the vaccin We are talking of nothiong less that
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not depopulation but ((( genocide))), especially of the White race
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Someone failed to notice that lockdowns are not happening. This seems to be part of a "Throw anything against the wall and see what

sticks" approach. I prefer sensible dialog.
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Optimism … dream on … and then there is reality. The dreamers keep getting deeper in their trance. I have yet to encounter 1 brain dead

awakening from their trance. Is this to become part of nature’s reEnement process to weed out the weak? The scarier facet of that is that

the strong are left to deal with those who should be Jushed. I cannot think of the name of the Elm; but it was a great documentary that

was produced on the accidental observation of an animal group where the ‘alpha’ eliminated themselves by their own aggressive

behavior. Our alpha’s are of a different class as they control the group that exert’s the aggression.

I would guess they are in reality part of the group that eliminate themselves from their weak mental capacity. I wonder if this is my ‘Pearl

Harbor’ to survive. Dad never mentioned Pearl; but he did tell me while in the South PaciEc afterwards “every day the ‘Japs’ would Jy in

and shoot up everything they had done.” “I ran to the highest peak on the island until they blew the ALL CLEAR” “The other idiots would

run to the beach. That’s the last place I wanted to be if they were making a landing!” He encountered 1 other individual who also ran to the

peak and they would walk back down together, never saying a word.

We too are avoiding physical conJict; but that does not mean unwilling to Eght to survive. I see it as a mental advantage, running until

there is an ALL CLEAR. This will be long in coming, as the control group knows they will be exterminated, not imprisoned, for their

actions. Be alert, they have many bio weapons yet to be released. Remember, they too are now in a Eght for survival.
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Is this constructive? Is it helpful? Are any solutions proposed ? Come on. I have personally spoken with MULTIPLES of "brain dead"

people who are waking up and who are starting to "Get it". Go to Bitchute and enter "mandate protests" into the search box, t he

mobs worldwide protesting the mandates are just extroardinary, my jaw had to drop when I saw people like sardines in a can and

Jooding for miles. This is no exaggeration. Maybe it is the negative thinkers who themselves have to wake up. And become

proactive, because Moaning Victim does not take proactive action, it discourages others and depression holds people down. I am

sure that is Not the deliberate intention here and instead you are just very discouraged.

Open up your eyes and start to look beyond the inner lense, broaden your horizons. You might be amazed at all the proactivity from

so many awake people out there. Think of the lawsuits: Reiner Fuellmich, dozens of Attorneys GEneral, the Supreme Court ruling

that Biden's mandates are unconstitutional, the Fifth Circuit Court ruling that health departments have no legal authority to

mandate and direct people, the trucking convoys, the mobs marching in virtually all countries of the globe. Wake up! The wakeup

movement is happening and it is important to participate in it. Otherwise we become part of the problem.
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Today I must comment that the above movie needs to be re-directed by someone who has an understanding of the grave di`culties we

elderly, with poor hearing, constantly experience with modern movie sound techniques. If I were sitting in an auditorium to listen to music,

I would boldly object to someone in front of me talking, and I would be supported by the majority sitting beside me. Yet, today, movie

directors take for granted the concept of delivering speech overwhelmed with blasts of music. I know of viewers today who turn on their

system feature to show the words as sub titles . . . because they cannot hear the words spoken. I have just stopped watching; the sound

track is a total turn OFF! Again, the modern feature of repeated snips of what is to come, simply adds to the dislike. We need directors

who can set out the story in simple steps, right from the beginning. Many movies today are a very poor substitute, and not acceptable

presentations.
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anlongo
Joined On 1/11/2012 5:36:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with this 100%and I also would like to add that many movies and some time even some musical events it turns me off when

the back ground music is louder than the singer voice or in a movie louder than the actors voice.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 7:30:22 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

HealthHopes
Joined On 3/12/2010 2:53:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some documentary/news video makers, especially amateurs and those with hearts in the music industry, appear to forget that

their number one priority is to get across their message. Instead, they give sound artists too much rein and neglect their primary

goal.   [new paragraph] BTW, thank you for having brought this up. You are not the only person, and it is not solely a matter of age.

For some of us who are sensitive to music, improperly used music can distract from, rather assist in, the communications goal of a

video.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 7:33:29 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's all Hollywood tactics and it's disgusting! You are absolutely right. I'm deaf in one ear and far too often, the music/sound effects

totally drown out the speech/dialogue. There is a deEnite lack of critical thought in this society! There is no need for dramatic

music/sound effects to get one's point across. It's superJuous and idiotic! The only ones who "appreciate" that sort of thing; are

the brainwashed masses.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 8:08:29 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

mammywitch1
Joined On 11/3/2021 8:26:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When did music become more important than the message? With all the new 'technology' it seems that music is the more

important of the two. And the 'smarter' the device, the more annoying the music with a very inaudible vocal background! And there

is no way to "adjust" the thing so you can hear the voices over the music! I very much think that there may be some sort of theme

going on here...you know, like some sort of subliminal 'messages' being sent through the music sounds...I mean, you cannot watch

ANYTHING (even the documentaries) without this annoying loud music in the foreground (instead of the background)!! I hardly

ever watch TV anymore (except when I'm in the room with my husband and he is watching [and also having trouble hearing the

voices])! Maybe this idea of subliminal messages in the music should be investigated. And with music, it doesn't have to be words

or lyrics in there--the tone of the notes itself is enough to change moods of people!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 8:44:28 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I absolutely hate background music on videos

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 8:57:24 AM
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mamakiti
Joined On 3/22/2008 7:53:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree 1000%. The music is so annoying that I had to stop watching. Constant music/sound layered underneath spoken voice

becomes such an irritation to me that I have to look for a transcript to read rather than assaulting my nervous system with

distracting constant music when I want to hear and comprehend what the speakers are saying. Very frustrating.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 9:27:57 AM
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sunbowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the warning as i have very acute, sensitive hearing especially for someone my age.  This is too bad as the message

needs to get out to the masses, but maybe the sheeple masses will enjoy all the background music?  On Dr. Mercola's forum this

documentary is speaking to the choir as most of us already know the truth.  Did i just make any sense?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 9:50:32 AM
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kjf9267
Joined On 1/16/2016 7:52:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t have hearing problems, but I am on the autism spectrum. Even in ordinary life I have great di`culty zeroing in on what

someone is saying when other people are talking. When I’m listening to a movie, I often have to turn the sound way up in order to

make out the dialogue. Add to that di`culty the modern abandonment of teaching enunciation, the craze for blaring music

everywhere, and Elming conditions that do not prioritize speech, and you don’t have to be elderly to have di`culty understanding

recorded speech. This is bad enough in Ectional content but unforgivable in a documentary. The snippet thing drives me crazy, too.

Knowing about these issues with the documentary makes me not want to watch it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 10:05:11 AM
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To everyone, thank you for your supportive comments. My view is that we are all suffering from the now many millions of the

young who, from the moment they got hold of their Erst mobile phone, put on headphones and constantly listened to music. You all

know what I mean, try talking to them in the street and they Erst try to listen to you and then show anger that you have interrupted

them and then they have to take off the headphone or ear plugs. So what we have not just one, but now several generations who

have, their entire lives, including work, never taking off the headphones.

I will bet my right arm the sound engineer who directed and thus produced the sound track had his ears stuffed with some form of

load speaker, headphones or ear plugs . . . while they worked. Today, they always hear music, so they have adapted their own

sound input to their brains to always have music in the background. Indeed, I suspect that they cannot now remove the music; that

it has become integral to their life experience. On the other hand, another aspect comes to mind already mentioned above, it

seems movie directors have lost access to actors who were brought into entertainment through local theatre acting roles .

. . where if the audience could not hear what someone was saying . . . they would shout out . . . "Speak Up" Today, no one in the

movie industry has any concept of just how poor speech has become in movies. No one seems to care. So, every chance I get I

bring up the subject; we all need to do that because it is crystal clear, if we do not; nothing will change until we do. PS: Great to see

many others who think the same way. Thank you all.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 1:06:23 PM
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chris, as the young Elmmaker said at the end of the Elm, they are open to any suggestions that may be helpful. They would

probably appreciate your comments. Share your thoughts with them.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 8:34:00 PM
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ker8118
Joined On 11/17/2021 4:17:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why does the video put these words "Watching this video may reveal your IP address to others"? Is that true for all videos or just this one?

What does it mean?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 5:01:33 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Use a VPN. This will disguise your computer's IP address so you can't be tracked for watching the movie. A ridiculous, unnecessary

notion to begin with, and one which feeds the power structure (warrantless surveillance). If you use a VPN it will change your

computer's IP address to any place in the world you set the VPN to. It's very effective. I have found even Google and other entities

write a message "if you are using a VPN Erst shut it off before coming to our website". Well that's just too bad for them. Don't

indulge, just leave your VPN on and browse elsewhere. We have a right to privacy, period, end.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 5:10:58 AM
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ghRnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fear not, IP is just an illusion. They “it” pinpoints you on your sim location supplied by your carrier. I use VPN; but sites know my

location, who, what, where and when. There is no curtain to be behind. Delete your cookies, another illusion of safety. The apps

keep their own data and now ‘talk’ to each other. So if you fear what you say, they win. Some suggest deleting apps and reinstalling

them to get rid of their ‘information exchange’. Remember, FEAR is the real problem.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 7:43:31 AM
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What do you do when your otherwise good dentist now requires you to get tested or jabbed in order for him to treat you?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 12:54:26 AM
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mky32022
Joined On 6/25/2015 10:27:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Find new dentist ASAP. He drank the kool aid.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/12/2022 1:42:02 AM
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fire your doctor and End another. Nobody will force me to take this ridiculous shot, no matter how good they are or think they are. I

also had a good dentist (whose brother was my best friend until he died 47 years ago). I Ered this dentist even before all the

nonsense with the shot started. The thing that gets me is Gates and Fraud Doc have been working on Covid since the early 2000s.

The Globalists have been speaking of "reducing" the population at least since Kissinger was working with President Nixon.
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you guys, the question was of course rhetorical, as I can’t bring myself to see this so & so again, who refuses an old

customer treatment on grounds of a green horse, wild goose and a royal virus chase.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

skupe59 'They' have been talking about reducing the population since the Trojan War. Also look at the 18th century Enclosures

acts, which moved whole populations from food autonomy in the country (even the landless poor) to ill-health, adulterated food

and captivity in cities or to be conscripted into the army of perpetual war.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I suggest consider that the dentist is afraid and no matter how they have drunk the coolaid, be sympathetic to their worries and

self protective concerns. Nobody has a right to demand that others take a vaccine, but you can surely do a home antigen test. And

consider using a plastic spoon instead of swabbing your nose, ie blow your gunk onto the spoon and then swab into that, instead

of inserting it up your nose. We don't know what chemicals may be in those swabs. They may be inert or they may not be, we don't

know. Take the test, and then go in with photographic proof of a negative result. The dentist will feel more comfortable treating

you, and they do have every right to protect themselves from a perceived threat, koolaid or not. And we all agree that it is koolaid to

fear infection being contracted from a well person, yes.
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ghRnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You referring to that same dentist that tells you “just a small cavity” every time you visit?
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have another question, a real one this time, if I was infected and in real danger would this dentist come near me to try and save

me, or would he let me die rather than endanger himself?
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tstan2250
Joined On 1/9/2012 5:32:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Elm is not available.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's another link - www.bitchute.com/.../P3rspEwgoO9E  - I got an error msg that my version of Firefox was out of date, except it

is not!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Rreal! I tried downloading from the source, with various browsers and with various downloaders - with no success. I did it

in Bitchute, within a couple of minutes!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WTG Rose!
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junebabywoh.rr.com
Joined On 8/30/2017 2:46:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel hopeless! our grandchildren will work for China! thanks to the democrats. the China virus was a retaliation for Trump pushback on

China US control. China just wanted to kill Americans but Biden helped them to also destroy our economy and start a war?
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This was decades in the works. It's not about Trump. Trump was pushing back, but he wasn't big enough to do much. They got him

out and put in their stooge who sold his soul to be president. And now he's selling the souls of his fellow Americans. He doesn't

care.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He’s not selling my soul. We have control over our own souls
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, you're probably right. Don't give up hope. A revolution is coming. The Bidens/Clintons of the world will be held

accountable. Dr. Martin and several other worldly lawyers/investigators are zeroing in on the corruption and the people behind it.

They will be held accountable.
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JOELIEV1
Joined On 6/19/2020 3:35:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Old fake news...The pandemic is over where I live in So Cal.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

joeliev1: You are deceived. All you are experiencing is a time out. Pay no attention to the men behind the curtain. Watch the war!

Get anxiety from gas pricing and rising costs on food and necessities. Round 2 is coming. It may be Smallpox or HIV. Will you line

up for the jabs?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What pandemic? It was a global psyops and it will continue; right up until 'humans' are no longer human! You must have missed the

memo!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totally agree! Did you read MSNBC's fake news report 3 days ago? Omicron and Delta combined to make Deltacron. Total joke!

Viruses don't have sex and crossbreed. More Fear Factor.
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wor9463
Joined On 12/19/2016 1:50:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mercola, why the image selection to login & verify that we're not robots?  Is that not powered by google?  I really dislike adding

information to AI systems ... especially google ... and especially in these times!!!  How about using something else instead?  Maybe

hcaptcha?  It's supposed to respect privacy.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is what it is. We all make sacriEces. Just click the boxes. Trust me, I HATE it! But, getting to read Dr Mercola's reports and then

reading the responses by all the very insightful members makes my day. It gives me hope.
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